
Key point

• Singapore demonstrates it is possible to pre-empt traffic congestion and that no single measure can help  
 address the congestion problem in any city.

There could have been a problem…

Until the 1970s, there was little regulation controlling transport services in Singapore. Prior to the 1970s, land trans-
port was given little prominence. A transportation unit existed in the Public Works Department, at that time the 
government department in charge of most things, from building the first library to pedestrian overhead bridges, 
bus shelters and roads. After gaining independence in 1965, the People's Action Party government began to 
look at the larger picture in transport infrastructure. They first commissioned a comprehensive study of transport 
from 1967 to 1971 and a master plan for Singapore up to 1992. The studies foresaw massive traffic congestion by 
1992 without car restraints.1 

What was done?

The Road Transport Action Committee was set up in the 1970s to look into pre-empting traffic jams. An interim 
measure to resolve traffic congestion in the city was the introduction of the first “user pays” system of charging 
for road use. Since then, Singapore has controlled its ever-increasing car ownership with integrated and coordi-
nated land-use strategies and transportation planning with traffic-demand management. 

To reduce car use, the Singapore Government introduced the following:2 

Vehicle quota system: To cap the number of newly registered vehicles, Singapore introduced a vehicle quota 
system in 1990 that restricted vehicle growth to 3 per cent a year – down from 6 per cent a year. Under the quota 
system, prospective buyers must bid for a certificate of entitlement, which is valid for ten years. Vehicle owners 
must bid to purchase a certificate from the Government before the vehicle can be driven. 

Taxes and fees on vehicles: To limit car ownership, an import fee of 130 per cent of the open-market value of the 
vehicle has been levied, an excise tax of 20 per cent and a registration fee of US$90. All these taxes and fees 
have made owning a car in Singapore very expensive. 

Area licensing system: This scheme was introduced in 1975 and is based on cordon pricing. Special licenses must 
be purchased and displayed on the windscreen to enter a restricted zone, such as the central business district in 
peak periods. Emergency vehicles are exempted. Changes have been made to the scheme due to the 
increased congestion and traffic flows. Charges have increased, and the boundary has been extended. The 
scheme has been successful in alleviating congestion. There remains a manageable number of vehicles enter-
ing the zones during the scheme’s operating hours. There has been a substantial modal shift away from car use. 
To avoid the charges, motorists switch to public transport or travel in off-peak hours. The large revenues gener-
ated have been used to improve infrastructure. 

Weekend car or off-peak car scheme: This system allows weekend-only car users to save on registration and 
road taxes in return for their reduced car use. Under the revised scheme, converted or new cars can have unre-
stricted access on weekends and evenings of public holidays. 

Parking: The Land Transport Authority manages parking spaces. Public parking charges have been raised and 
also additional surcharges were levied to discourage car use. 

Park and ride system: To alleviate congestion in the central business district, the park-and-ride system was intro-
duced in 1975. Parking lots were opened near the mass rapid transit (MRT) system and bus stations to encourage 
motorists to commute by public transport. 

Extensive networks of public transport: While the demand-side measures listed above were effective in pushing 
motorists away from private vehicles, the high-quality public transport network absorbed the increased mobility 
demand. Singapore has a well-developed, comprehensive MRT system spanning the entire city with 79 stations. 
The operators also run bus and taxi services, which ensure a high level of integration of public transport and ease 
of interchange. 

The light rail transit (LRT) in Singapore acts as the connecting service to the MRT for intracity travel. The LRT offers 
a better alternative to buses to avoid traffic congestion and also causes less environmental effects. All stations 
are within walking distance to apartment blocks to make them more accessible. 

Included in the network development were bicycle parking spaces and allowing foldable bikes on the MRT. 

Lesson learned

No single measure can help address the congestion problem in any city. Singapore’s integrated measures, con-
sistent improvements to its existing schemes and provisions for better alternatives according to change in 
demand and car ownership have made it one of the best transport systems in the world. 
 

1  National Library Singapore website, “Singapore Land Transport System” (Singapore, 2012). Available from 
http://libguides.nl.sg/content.php?pid=93596&sid=698339 (accessed 8 March 2012).
2  Institute for Global Environmental Strategies, Environmentally Sound Transport Planning in Singapore (Kitakyushu, Japan, 2003). Available 
from http://enviroscope.iges.or.jp/contents/APEIS/RISPO/inventory/db/pdf/0019.pdf (accessed 26 February 2012).
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